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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

SHIPPING CHANGES:  Minimum Ship
Charges

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Jay Mattioli Presents...
This Is HEAVY!

Jay�s Answer To The Light/Heavy Box!
The perform invites a spectator onstage to help in a
demonstration of muscle hypnosis. Seating the spectator
on a small wooden stool, the magician �hypnotizes� that
spectator into believing that a small silk handkerchief
weighs over 1,000 pounds.

An empty cardboard box is shown on all sides and placed
on the wooden stool. A second spectator is now invited
onstage and is asked to place the handkerchief in the box
and then lift the box with its silk contents off the stool,
which proves to be a simple feat. But when the hypnotized
spectator attempts to lift the box he cannot! It is simply
too heavy for him to even budge! The second spectator
can even reach in the box themselves and remove the
hanky, which then allows the box to become light enough
for the hypnotized spectator to lift off the stool. But
whenever the hanky is placed back in to box, the
hypnotized spectator cannot lift the box one bit! This
becomes a riot for kid show audiences as well as for adults.

If you have ever wanted to perform Jean Robert-
Houdin�s Light Heavy Chest with ease,

without worry and with deceptiveness, the
time is NOW�THIS IS HEAVY!

THE MAGICIAN NEVER TOUCHES THE BOX
DURING THE ROUTINE! The contents of the box

can become heavy while the magician is no where
even near the box or spectators, and always under his
complete control.

DIFFERENCE MECHANISM�Most other light heavy
chests required you to find a super smooth, glass-like

surface to perform on, which made it very impractical. With
the supplied props you can do this anywhere, in any

environment.

THE PROPS ARE INNOCENT LOOKING! No giant, suspicious disc to lay on the
floor and place the box on. Use a cardboard box which can be viewed inside and
out on all angles! There is nothing to see.

THIS IS HEAVY is very easy and stress free to operate, letting you focus on the
important part of this classic illusion�the presentation.

$899 + $55 s&h in USNOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/this-is-heavy-jay-mattioli/
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Thomas Pohle Presents...

Mysterious Cube
Of Chung Fu

One of the desirable pieces released by Eckhart Boettcher from his
series of Close-Up Treasures manufactured for him by Thomas Pohle.
A German piece of elegant magic!

You introduce small box which is ornately decorated with oriental symbols. The lid
is removed and a large die is removed which has four different colored sides and is
also highly decorated�top and bottom are black. A spectator is asked to place the
die in the box and remember the color of the side pointing up while your back is
turned, he is then to close the box and when you turn around you are instantly
able to name the correct color.

AFTER THIS WARM UP THE MAGIC REALLY STARTS�After the box
has been closed again, you command the die inside to rotate and indeed when the
box is opened again a different color is facing up. The die is taken out and shown
on all sides. Next follows a �explanation� of how you are determine which color
points up and how the rotation is possible. After this �explanation� you place the
die in the box and let the spectator tell you which color is up. In an unexpected
twist the large die has vanished without a trace when the box is opened again.

Please note these are made by hand by Thomas Pohle, and depending on availability
can take up to six weeks, if not in stock. This will fool even the wise ones and
highly commercial as well for the public!  See website for this miracle!

$249
Coming Soon, so order now,, so order now,, so order now,, so order now,, so order now, will be available

after the �Ides Of March� or the 15th of March!

This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

Limited
Quantities!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mysterious-cube-of-chung-fu-again-thomas-pohle/
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Thomas Pohle Presents...

Tablets Of  The Pharaohs
Two beautifully crafted Egyptian sarcophagus�s apparatus lie on a table.  One is a
standing sarcophagus with ordinate design, the other a small drawer box equally
eloquent in it�s construction and design.

The Magi uncovers the larger stand revealing three distinct and different Egyptian
plate symbols that are hanging on the outside interior sarcophagus.  He then picks
up the smaller drawer box and removes the lid, showing an empty drawer with its
interior cut out in a hexagonal shape matching the exact shape of the symbol
plates. (It should also be noted that the depth of the drawer is only deep enough to
hold only one such plate.)

The Magi then asks a volunteer to select one of the three symbols hanging on the
outside, interior of the sarcophagus, that symbol plate is then placed inside the
drawer and the drawer is closed.  Then the cover is placed over the larger
sarcophagus.   A magic gesture is made and the Magi re-opens the small drawer
box that housed the spectator�s chosen symbol plate, to reveal it has vanished!
The outline of the empty hexagonal shape is all that can be seen!

Next the Magi uncovers the cover of the larger sarcophagus and unbelievably, the
Egyptian plate has returned to it�s original position and is now hanging (just as it
was at the start of the ritual), on the larger interior wall of the sarcophagus.

Visual magic, right before your eye�s.  Perfect for performers and readers needing
an Egyptian motif or any magician or story teller.   All the pieces are hand
crafted by Thomas Pohle under exacting quality control standards.
See live video on web!

$249
Coming Soon, so order now,, so order now,, so order now,, so order now,, so order now, will be available

after the �Ides Of March� or the 15th of March!

Limited
Quantities!

This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tablets-of-the-pharaohs-thomas-pohle/
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Right Before Their Eyes
Cliff  Wiggs�

Magic Pro Hoop
Levitation Hoop

From the masters workshop at Proline
Magic�the makers of some of the most
sought after effects in magic now comes
Magic Pro Hoop. While ad copy and
images alone won�t do it justice, we will
do our best but you really need to see it
to fully appreciate the quality.

This gleaming polished aluminum hoop
is lightweight and is easy to handle and
use.  This hoop looks solid and can be

opened with one hand.  It may also be spun around on one hand in the �open�
position without revealing the gaff.  Simple to close and will stay closed. Very
secure locking mechanism.  Not too big and not too small. (28 inches in diameter),
3/4-inch aluminum tubing.   The other measurement you will want to know is
minimum 2 1/4-inch gap.

Truthfully even our own Tech1�Shawn Reida stated, �I don�t know how it did
it�I mean it�s a perfect circle and it�s flawless.�

Never before have working pro�s had the opportunity to get something some
remarkably well constructed at such a great price. This is high quality and dependable
magic� You will see the great value once you hold it in your hands.

Only 5 Remain...$455
Viking Magic�s

Enchanted Cyclinders
Two cylinders are shown. One is obviously longer than
the other, but otherwise, they are similar in appearance.
An object, in this case a small pencil is inserted into the
shorter of the two tubes. The tubes are placed on the
table and the performer passes his hand over them.
The spectator now opens the shorter tube and finds
that the pencil has vanished!  The spectator now opens
the longer tube and finds the missing pencil.

Our Enchanted Cylinders are turned from solid brass.
They are beautiful to behold. The action is almost
automatic. No real sleights. No switches with an extra tube. The effect is done in
your hands and with no awkward moves, etc. The pencil can be marked, or other
similar objects can be used. Use two different colored pencils to cause a transposition
effect.  Tubes measure approximately 4.5-inches and 5-inches respectively.

$48

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/proline-hoop-levitation-hoop-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/enchanted-cylinders/
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Showbiz Winners...
Jööööörg Alexander�s
Sympathetic 10

Available In 2 Colors!
The trick that professionals have cherished for
over 20 years can finally be yours!

A streamlined and entertaining twist on Nate
Leipzig�s favorite effect Sympathetic 13 (also
sold in this catalog!) Super strong for parlor or
stage. Easy to perform. Totally astounding.

This is Jörg Alexander�s pet routine, finally
published on DVD, with all necessary gimmicks!

All you need are two wine glasses and a silk comes with everything else to perform
these wonderful effect. This is one people will talk about!

Please specify color preference when ordering�RED or BLUE.

NOTE:  We will try to accommodate your wishes as to color, but if we are out of
a particular color we will send what is available.

Red Or Blue...$49

Auke Van Dokkum�s
Whitewash

An impressive visual effect that we have
seen Auke perform many times in our
booth�which always gets a big reaction!

Spectator is asked to mentally choose a
random playing card from a fanned deck.
The magician explains he will find the
spectator�s card from a new deck using a
few narrowing questions. With the cards
facing the magician, the questions begin.
�Is your card a red card or a black card?�
Discarding what seems to be the non-chosen color, the magician continues, �Was
your card a Heart or Diamond?� (or Spade or Club?) After a few more questions,
and discarding the cards not chosen, the magician reveals the remaining card to be
the one thought of by the spectator. This appears to be a VERY lame trick, relying
on specific �fishing� questions. Now for the Kicker!! The magician turns over all
the discarded cards... They are ALL BLANK!! The spectator�s card is the only one
with a printed face!

Easy to perform!  Super fast reset!  No sleights needed!  Easy to follow Instructions!
Comes with red Phoenix Decks.

$35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sympathetic-10-jorg-alexander-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/whitewash-auke-van-dokkum/
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Michael Baker�s Latest Miracle
Exclusively For Stevens Magic...

Albenice Card Rise
Revisited

Quite possibly one of the finest card rises ever created!  No electronics!  No forcing!
Spectators freely select the cards.  Very entertaining with great audience
participation.  The action of swinging the houlette does all the work!  The effect is
excellent for stage or parlor performances.

Up to three cards (poker sized) are selected by
members of the audience, replaced into the
deck and shuffled.  The deck is then placed
into an ornate houlette.  Attached to the
houlette are two long ribbons.  The magician
holds one, while a spectator (or assistant) holds
the other.  They begin to gently sway the
houlette back and forth�like a swing.  As this
happens, the chosen cards slowly and
mysteriously rise�one at a time�from the
houlette.

This is probably the finest version
of this effect ever offered.  The
lyre-shaped houlette is hand-
crafted by Michael Baker from
solid mahogany and solid brass.
Its elegant Victorian style is
perfect for the most discerning
performer.  The entire piece of
apparatus has a very regal feel
and appearance.

The King Blue satin ribbons are specially �creped� to give them a wavy texture.
The ribbons taper at the ends and are adorned with decorative beads and hand-
tied gold lame tassels.

NOTE:  The photo above does not accurately show how far the distance can be
between the houlette and persons holding the ribbons.  Maximum distance is 12
feet, with each ribbon 6 feet long.

You will truly enjoy performing this excellent, professional effect.  Limited
quantities, so FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!

$250

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/albenice-card-rise-revisited-michael-baker/
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George Ledo Presents...
Okito�s Bewitched

Blocks Redux
The performer shows a beautiful wood
display stand holding a long, narrow box, a
few small envelopes, and a pen. Nearby is a
tray holding twenty-six alphabet blocks, which
are casually shown to be at random. A
spectator freely selects an eight-letter word
from a list of over a hundred and writes it
down on a card. The card is sealed in an

opaque envelope which is then initialed by the spectator, and placed on the display
stand in full view of the audience.  The performer now places eight alphabet
blocks in the box, showing that they are at random. The box is placed on the
stand, the envelope is opened to reveal the word, and the box is opened to show
that the blocks now spell the selected word.

The stand is finished in a deep cherry stain with brass feet and has an integral
envelope holder and pen slot. It could sit proudly on your desk. The box and tray
are finished in a matching stain. You also receive 26 alphabet blocks, a starter
batch of envelopes and cards, and comprehensive illustrated instructions including
two different methods. You provide a nice pen. Like many effects from a previous
era, this one will require some setup and preparation, but the instructions walk you
through every step. We have also included a suggested presentation by respected
magician/author Walt Anthony.  Only 12 of these will be made, and each is
signed and numbered.

$495
Four Door

Production Cabinet
The Four Door Production Cabinet  has
the same limited edition of previous projects
created to a total of 12 pieces.

Presentation is very straight forward. The
magician shows a small wooden cabinet on a
revolving stand. The cabinet has a door on
each side and a removable lid on top. The
four doors are opened to show the cabinet is
empty and then all the doors are closed. The
lid is removed and a production follows. This can repeated if desired.

Units come with exceptionally detailed and illustrated 5-page instructional that is
exactly what you would expect for the quality piece. Each unit features a stamp that
shows the number of the model.  Dimensions are 7 X 7 X 14.5-inches tall fully
assembled with pedestal. Features an amble load chamber 5 X 3.5 X 2.5-inches.

$395

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/okito-bewitched-blocks-redux-george-ledo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-four-door-production-cabinet-george-ledo/
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What The Pros Use...
Original Rice Silks...

6-Foot
Dragon Silk

Original Rice Silk�Perfect
Condition.

For years, magicians and
collectors have been looking for
original Rice silks in the classic 6-
foot design silks with the beautiful
designs silk-screened on them.
These silks make a beautiful
production item and many
professionals use these silks for

backdrops to enhance their acts. Stevens Magic is proud to offer you the prettiest
silks, with the highest �momme� count in the entire magic world, there is nothing
to compare them with. These are in very limited quantities.

$395

The Veil
The Veil is a utility device that is of tremendous value
for magicians when they need to vanish a coin, ring or
small object!  It is a most useful hanky you will ever see.

Just some of the possibilities with The Veil�A
borrowed ring is placed under the handkerchief and
held onto by the spectator only to be whisked away
and found in your favorite location. A coin is placed
under the hanky and secured with a rubberband in the
middle of the hanky. The corners are then pulled and

the coin seems to
melt away leaving
just the rubberband lying on the top of the
hanky.  A sharpie marker is placed under the
hanky and locked in place with a rubberband
and as the corners are pulled the sharpie
disappears in the blink of an eye. There are
more ideas covered in the booklet that comes
with The Veil.

Made by a professional
seamstress...$25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-veil/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dragon-design-silk-6-foot-original-rice/
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives...

Award-Winning...Ultissimo
This effect represents the last word in mentalism!  It is simplicity at its best.  Two
volunteers are handed blank-face cards and told to merely think of a card when
they stare at the blank-face cards! No one but them knows the cards they are
thinking of.  Mentalist takes two more blank-face cards and after concentrating,
writes on the back side (with a Sharpie) two cards that he is thinking of!  He places
these two predictions in the stand, back side to the audience.  He then takes up
the deck of cards and asks which cards they were thinking of and then pulls out
these exact cards and places them in the stand with the faces showing.  The
magician now revolves the stand to REVEAL that his predictions written
impossibly match the freely selected spectators cards!  Comes complete
with stand, cards, Sharpie and detailed instructions. Everything can be examined.

With Permission From Owen�s Magic...$150

Dr. Jak�s
Prediction Impossible

With Embellishments From Ted Lesley
Read this miracle very carefully... A spectator
places a regular-size deck of cards in their
pocket for a prediction.  The performer then
gives the spectator a Jumbo deck to shuffle
and mix.  He is then instructed to turn the deck
face down and remove any Five cards, without
looking at their face and place them on the
stand�backs toward the audience.  The
performer takes a black marker and draws a
dot in the middle of the board above the cards
and asks the spectator to draw a line from the
dot to any one of the Five cards.  The
performer then takes the small deck from the
spectator and reveals One card reversed in the
deck.  He then proceeds to turn over the

marked selected Jumbo card and guess what�both cards Match!  The
remaining Jumbo cards are then shown all to be different!  Packs flat, plays
big!  Comes complete with all you need�Dry Erase Foldable Stand, Cards, Black
Dry Erase Marker, Routine and custom-cloth carrying bag.

$165

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultissimo-exclusive-louie-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dr-jaks-prediction-impossible-gaynor/
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Viking Masterpiece
Scared Silly�Donny The Donkey

Based on the Fraidy Cat Rabbit effect.  The performer opens
the frame and shows a photo of Donny�Donny the Donkey is
shown to be bright and happy. The door is closed and this time
the performer asks that everyone cheer and applaud when Donny
is introduced. As the audience makes loud noises, cat-calls and
applause, the door to Donny's dressing room is opened but now
Donny is SCARED SILLY! His eyes bug out, his hair stands
straight up and he is a mess.  The door is closed and the audience
is asked to not make a sound. When Donny reappears he is
calm and collected. Again, the door is closed and he is once
more introduced as the audience goes into a frenzy and when
the door is opened, there is Donny, SCARED SILLY again!
Finally, the audience figures out that the performer has simply
been turning the stand around and that one side of the plaque
shows Donny as himself and the other side shows Donny as he
is SACRED SILLY.  "Turn it around" come the cries from
the audience, and after some comical buy-play, the plaque is

turned around only to show DONNY'S BEHIND!

This is a wonderfully funny routine. Donny is quite a
character. The frame is made to look like a barn door
entrance; top quality construction. The plaque is made
of black acrylic and the special artwork is the product
of one of our craftsmen here at the shop, Saul Rivera.
The build-up is great and the story line allows the
audience to have a lot of fun, and when they think
they have discovered the secret, the rug is pulled out
from under them.

Frame measures: 14-inches tall x 10-inches wide and
1-inch thick. Packs flat for easy storage and transport.
Large enough for stage, platform and living room
magic, but not so large that it is hard to handle.

$225

Chinese Dragon
Palming Coins

Get these while you can...Perfect for Miser�s Dream
Routine.  Perfect for Coin Ladder.  Good for any
type of coin routine.  We were clearing out the
backroom and found these palming coins hidden
in a box on the shelf! They come in a small bag to
keep them together.

Get 12 For Just $5

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scared-silly-donny-the-donkey-collectors-workshop/
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Viking Revelations

Voodoo Doll Prediction
The performer elects to have a person from the
audience play the part of a Voodoo priest.
"Someone in this audience is going to experience
unimaginable pain as a result of this gentleman's
action!", states the performer. A cloth Voodoo doll
is displayed, an effigy representing some unknown
person in the room. "Please take these pins and
at your discretion, insert them into the doll, any
where you like. You can use all five pins or one
or two, it is completely up to you. Your choice
will determine the amount of pain and agony
the victim will experience."  Once the spectator
has completed his task, a scream is heard and a
person shakes violently as a result of the Voodoo
curse. A plaque which had been shown earlier, encased in a black vinyl sleeve is
revealed and to the surprise of all, the exact locations chosen by the 'Voodoo
priest' are marked on the figure silk-screened on the plaque!

Instant reset; no stooges, no force of any kind, nothing is written down. The
spectator has complete control over how many pins he or she uses and complete
control over where he chooses to insert the pins. The outcome is always 100%
correct.  Comes complete with detailed instructions, hand-crafted Voodoo
Doll, pins, custom silk-screened plaque and vinyl sleeve.

$48

Gypsy�s Whisper
The performer shows a laminated photo
of a mysterious Gypsy gazing into a solid
black crystal ball. A card is selected by a
spectator and the Gypsy is asked to
reveal it. A faint speck appears in the
crystal ball; slowly the image becomes
clearer and finally the name of the
selected card is seen in the center of the
crystal ball! Just as mysteriously, the
image fades away. Another chosen card
is revealed in the same way. Anything can
be predicted by the Gypsy�a word, line
drawing, number, playing card, serial
number, you name it. Only limited by your

imagination. Card comes complete with detailed instructions and everything you need
to make multiple predictions. Measures 8.5 x 6-inches and is less than 1/16-inch
thick. Nothing to wear out, no batteries, magnets, etc. Self contained. Great for
walkaround as it is instantly set up.

$72.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/voodoo-doll-prediction-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/gypsy-whisper/
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Viking Brass Classics

Deluxe Bill Tube
With Lock

The performer borrows a dollar bill, which is
initialed by the spectator and the serial number
is noted.  The bill is now folded, secured with
a rubberband and placed within the folds of a
hand, held by the spectator.  Performer now
displays a small brass tube with a threaded lid
and brass bar running through it and a lock.

This is given to the spectator to hold in his free hand.  The performer now snatches
the hand from the spectator�s hand and the hand proves to by empty!  The dollar
bill has vanished!  Spectator himself removes the locking bar and unscrews the lid
to the brass tube, which he has been holding throughout the routine.  Inside he
finds the missing, signed bill.  Comes complete with detailed instructions, bill tube,
bar and brass lock.  Guaranteed the finest on the market.

$50

Wandering Lipsticks
Also known as Tele-Tube Lipsticks.
Three identical brass tubes are used.  It
is the 3-card monte or 3-shell game in
which the spectator or the performer
match wits to see which tube contains
the rattle.  Of course, the performer
always wins!  The base unscrews to allow
the spectator to see you insert the rattle.
Nothing other than the rattle is added
and nothing is hidden or palmed.  Self-
contained.  The presentation choices are
limited only by your imagination.
Includes Steven Minch�s �Tele-
Tubes� routine.

$55

Fred Lowe�s
Okito Penny Box Set

Same Okito Box methods using US
Pennies.  Coins penetrate the box,
vanish, fail to enter the box and suddenly
the box is found to be solid.

Four piece set is made of completely of
brass.  Comes complete with
instructions.

$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/wandering-lipsticks-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/deluxe-bill-tube-vikingbrema/
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Viking Brass Classics 2

Brass Nest Of  Boxes
A borrowed coin is marked by a
spectator and placed into a
handkerchief, which is held in the
spectator�s hand.  Next, a gleaming
brass box is shown and set on the palm
of the spectator�s other hand.  In a flash,
the coin vanishes from the cloth.  The
spectator is asked to open the brass box.
Inside he finds another box, which
contains yet another and then another.
Inside the fourth sealed box is the
spectator�s coin, his mark still intact.  All
may be examined.

$50

Alchemist�s Dream
The ancient dream�to turn base metal
into precious gold.  Black particles are
shown and poured into a brass tube
along with a drop of �secret� liquid.  The
tube is corked and shaken.  The cork is
removed and when the particles are
poured out, they have turned to gold!
The golden particles are poured back

into the brass tube.  The tube is again corked and shaken.  Now the particles has
turned into gold nuggets!  The performer pours the nuggets into his fist and they
disappear.  It was but a dream.

$49.50

Trans-Mental
A brass miracle you�ll

have fun with!

Specatator secretly chooses one of five
numbered brass rods and seals it inside
a brass tube.  You are able to divine the
selected rod!  Nothing is added or taken
away.  No questions asked, no magnets,
peeks or noises to interpret!  Not a
weight method.  Self Contained.  A must
for any brass magic collection.  A great
fooler of magicians!

$47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/alchemists-dream-set-viking-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/brass-nest-of-boxes-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/transmental-viking/
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Very Rare Collectibles

For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.
Please serious inquiries ONLY!

316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
See more information on the website.

Le Grand David�s
Okito Matter

Through Matter
This momumental illusion was made especially for
his iconic show!  A valuable addition to any collection,
in excellent condition.

Elaborately hand painted details on wood and canvas,
depicts Japanese tea room, peacocks and floral
designs on red form�75-inches high by 39-inches
wide by 33-inches deep.

Provnance�From Marco the Magi�s Le Grand
David Spectatuclar Magic Company of the Cabot St.
Cinema Theatre and the Larcom Theatre of Beverly,
Massachusetts.

Owen�s
Mummy Case

Illusion
with ATA Case

The performer opens both outer
and inner doors of a gorgeously
decorated mummy case,
removes a fake mummy, and
stepping through the cabinet,
then opens a door at its rear. He closed all doors and immediately the doors fly
open and a beautiful living Egyptian Princess steps forth.

This illusion was very successfully used for years, and never lost it�s impact or
charm. Remember�Comes with ATA Case. Very Good Condition.

These are photographs of the actual item being offered, not stock photos.

IMPORTANT NOTICE�Shipping is NOT included with this item!
$3,800

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/okito-matter-through-matter-le-grand-david/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/owen-mummy-case-illusion-with-ata-case-estate/
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Best For Last...

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME5115)SME5115)SME5115)SME5115)SME5115)

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special.  Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special

price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires May 1, 2015

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!

Coupon Code: SME5115Coupon Code: SME5115Coupon Code: SME5115Coupon Code: SME5115Coupon Code: SME5115

Richard Osterlind�s
Intimate Impossibilities

This DVD set focuses on Intimate Magic represents by far
the largest segment of performance in the art.  It is also
probably the most �in demand� request we get with respect
to mentalism�effects that can performed in close proximity.

The two DVDs contain a total of 21 mind-shattering effects
that Richard actually uses in his close-up performances�
every one a first-class, professional routine.

Disc 1:  The Dynamo Deck � Construction, The Dynamo
Deck � A Basic Effect, Think of a Card, Par-Optic Vision, The Dynamo Radar
Deck, Friendly Attraction, Encore Card Stab, Dynamo Deck Clairvoyance, Card
Calling/Close-Up Q&A, Miracle Thought Projection and Osterlind�s Out of This
World

Disc 2: Mu-Wave Bergson Tear, Dynamo Mene-Tekel, Blindfolded Gilbreath, Out
of the Room Selection, Controlling Three Selections, Another Spoon Bend, Magic
vs. Mindreading Redux, Dynamo Book Test, My Dad�s Favorite, My First Card
Trick and Contact Mind Reading.

2-DVD Set...$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/intimate-impossibilities-2-dvd-set/
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Auke Van Dokkum Presents...
Tommy Wonder�s

Card In Ring Box
For many years Auke Van Dokkum has been searching
for a craftsman capable of making this often demanded
item featured in The Books Of Wonder, Volume 1,
Page 141.

Many whom he approached were exceptionally skilled
craftsman and very well known in magic. Some quickly
(and with good reason), respectfully declined due to their
awareness of how difficult and time consuming crafting
such a box would be.   Others, gave it their best shot but

unfortunately were not able to measure up to the exacting standards required by
Auke Van Dokkum�it�s either perfect or not at all.  For good reason, Auke is the
best person in magic to ensure the legacy of Tommy Wonder not only continues
but maintains the quality standard that Tommy demanded and deserves.

Finally, Auke found the right man�a craftsman who
painstakingly replicated to the exacting standards this item�
piece by piece.  Not only has this feat been accomplished
but done so in beautiful exotic hardwood in a limited edition.

Additional Due Diligence & Certification:
We had our Tech1 at Stevens Magi�Shawn
Reida analyze the finished product using his
millimeter gage and he concurred the box is made
to the exacting standards as is featured in the book.
This is an amazing accomplishment.

Important Points: Authorized by the Estate of Tommy Wonder.  Every aspect of
this box is hand made. No plywood is used at all (as would be expected of course).
Every single piece, is constructed and then hand assembled.  No screws or nails
used, it is securely jointed together.  Hidden hinges, also, just as in the original.
Made to exacting Tommy Wonder dimensions!  With practice a person could hand

the box out after the effect for examination.  Multiple finished
applied coats (8-9) for long durable wear.  Does NOT come
with any instructions. If you do not already own the Books
of Wonder, and are not already an aficionado of Tommy
Wonder, please don�t purchase this item.

Please note, due to the difficulty in production, this is a limited
availability item and there could be a 4-8 week turn-around
if we are out of stock at the time of your order.

 $225
If  you would like to order...

Books Of  Wonder (2 Vol. Set)...$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-in-ring-box-tommy-wonder-van-dokkum/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/books-of-wonder-2-volume-set-book/
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Mental Masterpieces

Richard Osterlind�s
ForeSign

Here�s what the audience sees. The mentalist
introduces a white envelope containing five cards each
bearing an ESP symbol. The spectator�s name is
written on the envelope along with a prediction that
the audience doesn�t see. The cards are removed
from the envelope one at a time until the audience
member says stop. The envelope is then turned over
to show that the performer�s prediction was one
100% correct!

ForeSign is one of the most direct mentalism
effects you will ever perform. It�s the perfect opener
for a mentalism show!  ForeSign is easy to do and instantly resets!  The props are
very thin and can fit right into your pocket. Time-tested principles combined with
brand new innovations make ForeSign a stunning effect that you�ll always be
ready to perform.  Along with the ForeSign apparatus, you�ll receive a DVD with
performances and detailed explanation of the secret and correct handling of
ForeSign and a BONUS booklet!

$35

Paul Romhany�s
Diary Presage

Each Product is Hand-Crafted�this is
�NOT� a mass produced product�if you
get one you will have something that is
truly unique!  Finding products such as
this is how you differentiate yourself! The
fact that it�s hand-crafted, with a price to
keep the �just curious away� is a benefit
to you in and of itself.  Of course, there
would be �no� benefit if the product didn�t
deliver, but deliver it does and will!

IMAGINE being able to perform at least
EIGHT DIFFERENT routines from one book test! This is ideal for walk-around or
the close-up environment where you can perform several different routines with
one book.   Carry this so you can perform miracles anytime, anywhere!

IMPORTANT POINTS:  Diary is hard cover and filled inside to look hand-written
with color inks and pencils�also room to add your own touches.  BONUS Diary
routine by Richard Webster. The audience can see each page DOES have a different
color, words, proverbs, etc.  Also comes complete with instructional DVD.  Sample
Effects:  Lottery Prediction, Color Reading, Proverb Prediction, Name any word,
Acaan and lots more, see website!

$300

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/diary-presage-paul-romhany-mike-maione/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/foresign-richard-osterlind-3/
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House Of Magic Winner!
Buma�s

Raffia Man
Where the magic

happens in the
spectator�s hand!

A pocket-size figure of a
man crafted from Raffia
is introduced and handed
to a spectator allowing
them to place it on an
audience member�s hand
of their choosing.

Laying flat, the Raffia
Man is now felt by the
spectator as well as seen
by all, to be moving on
the spectator�s hand.
Soon he stands totally
upright on his own two
feet and stays there until
he starts to lean back slowly, settling into his original
position.  Suddenly he stands up again and this time
starts to lean forward. He continues to do so until he�s
face down on the spectator�s hand. If desired Raffia
Man can be place on another audience members hand.
Now the real magic is seen! As Raffia Man shows
signs of life, he begins to lean forward and soon
is performing a hand stand upon the spectators
outstretched hand! That�s right, he doesn�t just stand
up, he performs a hand stand. The Raffia man can
then once again be removed from the spectator�s hand
by any audience member.  Remember�everything
happens in the spectator�s hand!

� Uses no needles, invisible loops or invisible thread!
� Everything happens in the spectator�s hand.
� May be instantly repeated.
� Under your complete control at all times.
� Gaff is completely invisible to audience.
� Completely original in design and execution.
�  Hand crafted by Buma in limited numbers.

$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/raffia-man-house-of-magic-buma-jr/
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Different Card Effects
Edgar Allan Poe Book

Mysteries...
Poe�s Brainwaves

This is NOT a regular Brainwave deck!
An entirely different Psychic and Tarot card
effect.  Very clever and simple to perform.
Appeals to all spectators as an entirely different
card effect as it uses photos of the titles of Poe�s
famous books!

Paranormalist takes out a collection of eight
Tarot-sized cards (3x5-inches), each card
represents one of Poe�s famous works.  The
cards were  printed in Baltimore and each deck was buried at the base of Poe�s
grave on the anniversary of his death on October 7th.

Through psychometry, the cards are shown (fronts and backs) to a volunteer�one
at a time.   (The backs reveal a repeating pattern of Poe�s famous books.)  The
volunteer choses. The selected card, is flipped over and there on the back, not
seen before is a faded portrait of Edgar Allan Poe!  The effect leads a good
opportunity to do a simple personality reading along with the effect of the spectator!
IF you want something entirely different for your close-up routines, this is it as it is
NOT just another card trick!  It�s very entertaining! Easy to do and very entertaining!

$30

Al Baker�s
Diminishing Cards

The finest ever made!  Used by
leading Pro�s worldwide!
Always entertaining!

Parlor or Stage... the performer
begins to shrink a fan of cards!  Just
a sleight squeezing motion and
�Voila!�, the cards have diminished
by 25%!  This is repeated four times
until the performer is holding a small
fan of cards, a mere 1/4-inch in size!
Finally, they vanish complete!

Handmade card should last a lifetime with care.  Self contained.  Easy to do.  Each
fan is a full fan of cards.  Always gets applause! Easy to follow instructions.

$49

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poe-brainwave-deck-edgar-allan-poe/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/diminishing-cards-al-baker/
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Jim Spence Magic...

Card Control Gimmick
The gimmick can be moved up, down and sideways
(like spreading the cards).  It enables a card worker
to control any card and allows the performer to steal
the card whenever he/she wants. Lots of detailed
work in the making.  Many ideas and routines
are possible with this gimmick, see website
for more details!

       $15

Ultra Princess Card Trick
Available In Poker & Jumbo

This classic is re-done with a �kicker�!  The
magician displays five court cards.  The spectator
mentally selects one of the cards, and does not tell the
magician.  Magician then looks at the faces of the cards
and fans the packet out again and asks the spectator what
was the mentally selected card?  Their mentally selected
card has turned into a blank card!  Wow!  Poker-size are
perfect for carrying in your wallet!  Jumbo-size is excellent
for small groups.  The Princess Card Effect has been around for over 60 years and IF
you don�t have a set, you�ve missed a great effect!  Even if you have a set�you will
want this new, improved version!

       Jumbo Version...$15     Poker Version...$10

The Amazing Sneaky Snake
A comedy children�s effect using using jumbo animal

cards that children recognize!  Brightly colored jumbo
cards showing many different type animals!

Magi counts cards from top to bottom till helper says
�Stop�.  Selected card is shown to audience and helper,
but NOT the Magi! Card is placed in an envelope and

given to helper to hold. Magi takes a duplicate set of jumbo
animal cards and shows them one at a time to the audience, but

NOT the helper!  All of these cards are the SAME! (Presumable what the helper
selected?)  Magi selects one card and places it aside!  Helper is now asked to
announce the card they have selected at the same time. Upon doing so, the cards
they have said are NOT the same? Now Magi asks the helper to remove the card
from the envelope revealing that the card matches the Magi�s selected card which
makes the prediction correct!! This is a marvelous jumbo card effect that plays BIG
and allows good showmanship and can run up to five minutes of fun and mystery.
Do NOT allow the above ad copy to be confusing to you!  This effect has comedy,
mystery and fun for your children�s shows at a tremendous price!

$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-card-control-gimmick-jim-spence/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=princess+card+trick&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultra-princess-card-trick-jumbo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultra-princess-card-trick-standard/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-amazing-sneaky-snake/
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Classics Revisited

Jim Spence Magic Presents...
The Ghost Matchbox

The Ghost Matchbox is DIFFERENT from ALL
others because of the clever gimmick.  It allows the drawer
to slide both IN and OUT of the matchbox!  You will
now be able to end your animated matchbox routine in
a way that both makes sense and is very mystifying.

Try this routine in front of a live audience and you will
be amazed at the response it will receive.  Simple to
perform.  Easy to carry.  Superb for table-hoppng, close-
up and walk-around.  Detailed illustrated instructions.

PLUS it comes with John Calvert�s handling!  Don�t miss this one!

   $12.50

Viking Magic Presents...
The Wonder Coin Box

This is one of the finest utility coin boxes ever invented.
The unique design lends itself to a variety of effects and
presentations.  A vanished, marked coin reappears inside

the Wonder Box.  A marked coin vanishes from
inside the Wonder Box and reappears
somewhere else.  A coin placed inside the
Wonder Box penetrates both the box and the
spectator�s hand upon which it sits.  Two coins
are placed into the Wonder Box and both
disappear!  A beautifully constructed solid
hardwood box you�ll be proud to own and
perform.

 $35
Metamorphosis Bills

A $1.00 and $5.00 bill change places under
IMPOSSIBLE CONDITIONS!  Works with new-style
bills as well as old-style.  Both bills can be borrowed.  Both
bills can be examined.  No magnets or wax.  Any
denomination bills can be used.  No sleight-of-hand needed!
The magic happens in the spectator�s hands.  This trick
has been around for years and there are many variations.
All of them are good, but NONE were examinable UNTIL
NOW!  Metamorphosis Bills have NO limitations.
Excellent for close-up or walkaround.  Money magic
always creates interest!  Everything is supplied.  Easy to
do and you just carry it in your pocket!

$13

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/wonder-coin-box-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/solaris-metamorphosis-bills/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ghost-matchbox/
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Tricks To Get Laughs!

Coffee Cup Mystery
This is a scientific magical illusion!
Imagine a large coffee cup handing on a
string and at the opposite end of the string
is a large washer. You extend your arms so
the string if fully stretched.  Pick up the wand
and hold it under the string supporting the
cup.  NOW... drop the washer end and
watch the MAGIC!  The cup does NOT fall
to the floor!  Pure magic!  The cups falls,
BUT never reaches the floor!  Instead, the
string wraps around the wand (science and gravity
are involved here) and prevents the cup from hitting
the ground!  Comes with Wayne Rogers �Falling
For You� Routine, only from Stevens Magic.
Tip:  Use a spoon instead of a wand!

Important:  Does not come with wand as
shown in photo, you must provide your own.

  $20

From Manfred Thumm &
Magic Hands...

The Prison Cup
An old principle that is today NEW!  With
the rope securely threaded through the cup
handle and through a hole in a handkerchief
draped over the cup, the spectator tugs on
the rope and it COMES FREE!  Everything
is examinable!

Quick and easy!  No
sleights!  No false
moves!  Must be seen
to be believed!

We have 15 sets of the these from the early
1990�s that Manfred sold back then.  First come,
first served!  These won�t last long!  Will fool
magicians.

$65

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coffee-cup-mystery/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-prision-cup-magic-hands/
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Puzzling Magic

Note Pad
Surprise 2.0

Draw a face on a note pad...suddenly
the drawing comes to life�eyes and
mouth are animated.  You then tear off
actual drawing and hand to spectator
as a souvenir!  Can be done over and
over�resets almost instantly.  No
tricky moves or switches, can be
performed right away.  Hundreds of
routine possibilities�use as impromptu
ventriloquist figure, lip sync a song, card
tricks, psychic effects with drawn figure
revealing prediction, etc.  Everything
you need for 80 performances and
you can easily refill yourself for
even more!

$70

Merlin�s Magic Elixir
The performer removes 10 marbled blocks of
wood from a beautifully decorated hardwood box.
The pieces form a rectangle around which a white
frame fits exactly. As he puts the puzzle together,
he tells how he was sold the puzzle plus some

very expensive magic elixir, which was supposed
to be necessary for solving the puzzle.  He

solved it without taking the elixir�only to
be told that he was missing a piece!  He

added the piece and still solved the puzzle
without the elixir!  But, there was yet
another extra piece.  So, he took that

piece and, once again, solved the puzzle
without the elixir.  So, why did he need the magic

elixir?  He has added two pieces to the puzzle�and it
is still exactly the same size!  The rectangular frame still fits around the puzzle!
How in the world is this possible?  In order to find this out, you will probably need
to take a couple drinks of that magical elixir!  More than a puzzle, it�s a
magical effect as well!

Here�s what you get:  The beautiful wooden drawer box (non-gimmicked), the
puzzle, a white cardboard frame and exceptionally detailed instructions with frame-
by-frame illustrations and highly entertaining story.  Translations by Bill Palmer.

 Regular Size...$175

Solve the puzzle.
EASY!

Add a piece &
 solve the puzzle!

HOW CAN THAT BE!
Add another piece &

solve the puzzle
again!!

HAND ME THAT
BOTTLE OF ELIXIR!

Available
Again!!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/merlins-magic-elixir-reg-size-voit-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/note-pad-surprise-2-0/
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Brand New-Todd Landman
The Magic
Menagerie

In The Magic Menagerie, Todd Landman offers
a fully scripted parlour show that explores the idea
of a �memory play�; a reconstruction of his magical
past that is part fact and part fiction, or what he
calls �truth in the pleasant disguise of illusion.�

The book includes discussion of the setting,
context, patter and handlings of a variety of
routines, which combine close-up magic,
mentalism and bizarre magic with an academic
twist.

The collection includes book tests, gambling
stories, a disappearing show girl, Odd Fellows
coming to the rescue, the power of icons, Tarot
and Dante and the power of memory.

The bonus section includes the design and delivery of a 90-minute stage show that
Todd Landman was commissioned to do to celebrate 50 years of the University of
Essex. The show includes stage presentations of theatrical mentalism that explore
politics, history, mathematics, philosophy and literature, all with dynamic audience
interaction and meaningful impact.

Contents include:  Foreword by Professor BC, A
Memory Play, A Conjurer�s Bag, Le Bateleur & The
Strange Case of Lola McGuire Icons, Salud, Diñero,
y Amor, A Memory Box and Bonus Material.

The Magic Menagerie is a hardback book with blue
linen, gold press letters, cream pages and gloss finish
dust cover with 139 pages.

�Todd Landman has the remarkable ability to take
his audience where he wants them to go. His magic
is delicate. It whispers mystery to the room. He mystifies, to be sure, but the
most striking feature of his show is his uncanny knack of placing an entire
audience into a dream state, or, more accurately, he walks us through daydreams:
his daydreams, our daydreams. You are about to see how he accomplishes this
alchemy, for the book before you is amongst the very best pieces of performance
writing I have ever had the pleasure of reading.�

--From the Foreword by Professor BC
$65

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-magic-menagerie-todd-landman-book/
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Finally Here!
Bairn

The Brain Children Of  Ken Dyne
By Ken Dyne

2 Versions�Limited Edition
& Soft Cover

41 hard-hitting mentalism routines for
mentalists performing close up, parlor and
on stage taken directly from Ken Dyne�s
professional working act.  He�s been working
on this book for literally 3 years. It contains
pretty much every complete routine that he
has created and performed since his very first
mentalism release back in 2005. A lot can
happen in 9 years, especially when your
clients keep expecting you to turn up each
year with a new show.

Inside Bairn you will find material Kennedy
has used at corporate events, at public shows

in Theatre�s, Restaurants, and for the first time I�m opening up the floodgates to
all of my informal, social close-up pieces too.

Some of the routines include:  Step Up, theo & Cassidy Walk In To A Bar In
Ostin, �Mr Golden Balls�, Accidental Magic Square, Fussy Eater, The One Short
Way To Play Fair, Bookend and tons more!

41+ effects suitable for stand up, close up and a bunch of stories and subtleties
from my career so far over the past 12+ years performing mentalism professionally
around the world under all kinds of conditions. The book is presented in a hard-
hitting, entertaining way that is not for the easily offended. All professionally
illustrated and laid out by Phill Smith. Bairn will shock you!

Will They Work In Other Languages? Many of the methods are classical in
approach and do not rely on verbiage so they should work in most languages, yes.

What Kind Of Routines Are Inside? Inside you will find prediction effects, a headline
prediction, mind reading effects, influence effects, effects with playing cards, a
chair test that uses no gimmicks, close up, stage and parlous pieces I have and do
use professionally in my paid gigs even up to now.

What�s The Difference Between The Limited Edition and Paperback
Editions? The content is exactly the same,
however the Limited Edition is printed in hard cover
and is limited to 150 copies, so is for collectors.

Limited Edition...$175
Soft Cover...$115 Not eligible for coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=bairn&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bairn-the-brain-children-of-ken-dyne-bk/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bairn-the-brain-children-of-ken-dyne-bk-hard-cover/
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Game Changers

Magic From The Soul
By Rene Lavand

An icon in our world of magic for sure!  If you ever
were fortunate enough to witness a performance of
his, you will forever remember him!  His little balls in
the coffee cups is a miracle and no one can duplicate
his routine!  He would fool the pants off you!

He adds beauty to astonishment.  He brings drama to
a deck of cards.  Instead of performing with two
hands�he performs with one hand and his heart.

Magic From The Soul examines the achievements of a truly great artist, Rene
Lavand.  Rene�s unique situation caused him to develop new methods and
techniques, but simply mystifying people was not enough.  He went on to create a
performing style that lifts the spirit and serves as an inspiration to one and all.
Here is the story of a man who has earned the right to call magic an art.

Book is hardbound, with 228 pages and has a dust-jacket. (We were fortunate
enough to bring him to a Las Vegas Desert Magic Seminar years ago
and he pleased everyone in attendance!)

$45

TPR
By David Moses & Iain Dunford

�TPR is both a brand new way of giving readings AND a
brand new way to present many classics of mentalism!
From Q&A, psychic entertainment, psychologically driven
presentations, design duplications, close-up to stage�
TPR gives you the most options to explore your world
and most importantly THEIR WORLD! The authors have
asked to NOT list all of the items taught and discussed�
but that�s because they are mean and want to torment
you! Psychic entertainment at its best and a modern take

on classic tools of mentalism. IN other words, this book is for those who have
a deep love for our art in all its guises. Stevens Magic, Dave and Iain are proud
and honored to offer you TPR to enable you to connect deeply with your
audience, as well as entertain and engage with them, on both emotional and
visual levels!� -- Joe Stevens

�There�s a fire burning in my head right now. Congrats to
both Dave and Iain for a truly wonderful piece of work. I
tend not to get too excited over much these days, but TPR
has me really thrilled right now�there�s just so many great
uses and practical applications here it�s INSANE! Gentlemen,
I am in your debt.�  -- Jerome Finley

$35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tpr-book-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-from-the-soul-by-rene-lavand-book/
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Brian Watson Presents...
Anytime, Anywhere

Cups & Balls
This is a double DVD featuring Brian�s cups and
balls routine that has been worked on and honed
for 15 years.  It has many benefits over every other
cups & balls routine previously published in that it
there is no complicated set up, all you need to do
is pick up the bag and go! You are ready to do the
routine in an instant!

This DVD teaches the routine, the psychology,
blocking, how to create and manipulate memory
for greater impact, a new cups & balls sleight, a
new 3-ball production with no palming and the
world�s cleanest 0 3 0 sequence and much more.

Double DVD Only...$52

Psychic Chess 2.0
Psychic Chess 2.0 is an easy to do, interactive
mentalism routine which packs a punch and leaves
a lasting impression.  No knowledge of chess at
all is needed to perform or understand.  It has the
impact of a Knight�s Tour and fits in your wallet
so it�s ready to go at anytime and needs no
memory work whatsoever.  It can be performed
with the printed plastic cards (supplied) or even
real chess pieces in an impromptu setting.
Psychic Chess 2.0 packs small & plays big!

DVD & Gimmicks...$37

Cockroach Catcher
Inspired by The Web (Jim Pace) and Boris The Spider (Ian
Pidgeon), The Cockroach Catcher is an entertaining routine
with and exquisitely handmade paddle that has a surprise ending!
All the props are included together with an instructional DVD.
Super easy to do and highly entertaining! If you are familiar
with the previous two, that means they made an impression on
you and more than that�they made a huge impression on the
people you performed it for.

Comes with DVD, Custom Made Gimmick, All Supplies.
Cockroach Catcher is: Highly Entertaining, Easy To Do, Self Contained and
Quick and Easy To Set Up.

$34

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psychic-chess-brian-watson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cockroach-catcher-brian-watson-dvd-wprops/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/brian-watsons-anytime-anywhere-cups-balls-double-dvd/
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Tricks That Are Made Easy
Wayne Houchin�s

Counterfeit
A single playing card is torn into pieces�then visually
restored under impossible conditions. Each piece seemingly
fuses onto the next, leaving your audience with one of the
most memorable souvenirs they�ve ever been given. They�ll
keep it forever.

18 Years in the Making�On November 27, 1996,
Wayne watched in awe as Guy Hollingworth performed on NBC�s World�s Greatest
Magic. With that inspiration, Counterfeit was born. It can be performed
surrounded, allowing your spectators to experience the effect from every angle.
The card can be handed out for immediate examination. Let them keep it.

DVD Only...$25

Rand Woodbury�s
Has To Be The Funniest!

This DVD is the first in a series that Woodbury refers to as
the TE series.  �It�s actually teaching entertainment�,
Rand says.  It�s teaching through demonstration and then
explaining what�s actually happening behind the interactions;
which make it all work.  Rand doesn�t tell jokes and he doesn�t
have to... but he makes people laugh so hard that they cry!
His ability of interacting with audience members is
remarkable.  It�s the difference between doing a trick or taking
that same effect and making it your own and making it so
much more. Rand will try to convey the wisdom behind his unique talent and
success.  This is incredibly helpful and vital information for any entertainer.  See
webstie for complete description.

DVD Only...$20
Bob Solari�s

Vibe
The Jersey Devil, Bob Solari is at it again. With his latest
project VIBE, Solari gives YOU a chance to offer a set of
real miracles to your audience. Utilizing a very under used
technique, you will be able to perform a huge array of modern
miracles, without using ANY sleight of handle performed
surrounded, allowing your spectators to experience the effect
from every angle. The card can be handed out for immediate
examination. Let them keep it.  Detailed are�Out Of
This Galaxy, Got The Vibe, 4 Of Any Kind and Covert

Vibrations.  Remember all these tricks are easy to perform and completely self-
working.

DVD Only...$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/counterfeit-wayne-houchin/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rand-woodbury-has-to-be-the-funniest-dvddocumentary/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/vibe-by-bob-solari-dvd/
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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